The solution of many engineering and scientific problems requires the exploration of a huge n-dimensional design space. Typical approaches rely on an abstract problem model consisting of a system model (description of the problem's variable couplings) and an optimization specification defining the objectives as well as the constraints bounding the design space. Advances in solver technologies enabled to efficiently search the solution space, however the diversity of the approaches led to problem descriptions that are difficult to reuse, as well as to solutions that are hard to compare. Our Exploration Meta-Model (EMM) addresses this issue by providing a unified language for optimization specifications that is a well-defined basis for model-based implementations of solver-independent design-space exploration (DSE) toolchains. The EMM is a light-weight framework that allows to a) describe optimization specifications independent of particular optimization methods and solvers, b) relate solutions and optimization specifications, and c) define domain profiles that provide high-level optimization specifications that ease the adoption of automated DSE by domain experts. The applicability of our framework to different optimization methods is demonstrated by applying it to the generic vector optimization problem and to single-objective linear programs. The EMM's support to relate optimization results to input specifications is exercised for the Opt4J framework. Finally, a profile for real-time embedded systems demonstrates how the EMM can be tailored to specific domains.
INTRODUCTION
The complexity of engineering and scientific problems is continuously increasing. Main drivers are the methodological advancements and the growing computational power. In order to cope with the complexity, abstraction using models and (semi-) automatic design space exploration (DSE) methods based on mathematical optimization are applied. The general approach to find solutions for arbitrary problems is comprised of developing a system model, which describes the coupling between the variables of the given problem, and creating an optimization specification which bounds the ndimensional design space. In our area of interest, which is the development of real-time embedded mixed-critical systems (MCS), modeling and DSE are used to cope with the immense design space in such systems. For instance, DSE is applied to find valid deployments of application software to an execution platform.
Model-Driven Development (MDD) is a complementary methodology to cope with complexity where multiple models are created to allow a separation of concerns and into different abstraction layers and viewpoints [1] . This separation requires model transformations that merge already developed models into new models or generates new models by calculations. Although the more complex workflow may be considered a drawback at first glance, it also reveals the available design space that is spanned by the models to be merged and which is often hidden in less systematic development approaches. DSE is often embedded into MDD workflows to efficiently explore the spanned design space and to derive new models from the original input.
We see that a novel DSE description language which is able to capture constraints (bounding the design space) and objectives (describing a solution's quality) is required to support MDD. This abstract language should be applicable to any DSE task in a MDD workflow, and thus should not be specific to a particular optimization method since the involved DSE steps may perform best using different methods. Additionally, the approach needs to be agnostic to the particular optimization problem in order to support the different steps of a workflow. Another requirement for the design of EMM is the support of so-called "domain profiles" that enable domain experts to instantiate optimization specifications using formulations tailored to their background and the particular optimization task and that abstracts from the underlying DSE techniques.
Although we focus on MDD workflows, DSE and optimization approaches in general would benefit from such a language because it fosters the exchangeability of problem descriptions independent from the used optimization method. Therefore, the Exploration Meta-Model (EMM) framework leverages the DSE process from the "glue" between models to an integral part of the development process by specifying each DSE problem using explicit models.
In the following, we will first explain the EMM on a conceptual level and provide equivalent mathematical formulation to show the applicability of the EMM to different optimization methods. Then, we provide a description of realization of EMM based on the Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF)
1 and illustrate how a domain profile for real-time embedded MCS can be defined. Finally, we review related work and outline our planned next steps.
EXPLORATION META-MODEL
Our DSE and optimization language should be agnostic w.r.t. the used optimization method. Hence, we first describe the EMM on a conceptual level before we establish the link to a mathematical optimization notation using a general vector optimization problem that covers a variety of optimization problems. Then, we show how a singleobjective optimization problem can be constructed from it to demonstrate the EMM's applicability to a multitude of optimization problems (which increases its practical applicability). Finally, we sketch the implementation of the EMM.
EMM framework
The EMM can be considered as the abstract syntax of a language to describe optimization problems and provides a cut-set of syntactic elements that is shared by many optimization methods and problem domains. Its focus is the integration of optimization methods into model-driven engineering tools and enables to describe complex model-tomodel transformations as optimization problems.
We consider the EMM as a lightweight wrapper around exploration algorithms that allows to link an input exploration specification with an exploration solution set whose contents are obtained by an exploration algorithm (see Figure 1) . The exploration specification defines the concrete objectives and constraints of a particular optimization prob-1 http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf/ lem. It is independent from other input models (i.e., the system models) and is therefore reusable and not limited to the particular problem. In order to support the tracing of exploration specifications to their corresponding solutions through a MDD process, the exploration solution set that consists of all distinct exploration solutions which comply to the input exploration specification references the specification (e.g., a Pareto-Frontier in multi-objective optimization). A single exploration solution is a set of objective of constraint to evaluation result pairs that link the elements of a specification with the distinct results obtained from the exploration algorithm.
The EMM is designed to support the creation of domain profiles that define a set of concrete objective and constraint types for a specific problem domain. Therefore, the EMM introduces the notion of problem dimensions that allow to group objectives and constraints into categories, e.g. for particular energy properties or timing aspects. Problem dimensions enhance the expressiveness of exploration solutions by rendering their concrete instances comparable even if they have been computed by different exploration methods and/or tools. In large exploration problems that are solved in several steps, shared problem dimensions allow to trace the evolution of solutions w.r.t. to a particular property.
To support the aforementioned concepts, we define each concrete objective or constraint type to belong to one problem dimension. A set of instances of these objective or constraint types form the exploration specification. In general, we define constraints to be hard, i.e. they must hold for any feasible exploration solution. Nevertheless, the EMM also supports constraint relaxation methods by defining soft constraints which are typically handled differently to objectives in exploration algorithms.
Relation to mathematical formulations
One of the EMM's goals is the ability to describe arbitrary optimization problem types. The generic formulation of a vector optimization problem formulation given in (1) exemplifies a bridge to mathematical optimization notation [2] . As it will be detailed below, this notation can be described using the EMM. A vector optimization problem can be formulated as min x x x∈X ,i∈I
where the variable x x x (an aggregate of m optimization variables) is minimized by measurement functions Fi(x x x) while all constraining functions gj(x x x) have to be satisfied. The minimizing function min Fi(x x x) minimizes the vector function over the cone C . A multitude of optimization problems can be derived from this formulation since it includes multiple objectives and no assumptions about the optimization variable x x x are imposed. To obtain multi-objective optimization (MOO) problems that have a high relevance in practice, we only need to claim that the cone C equals the cone R q + , q ∈ N and the objective functions Fi(x x x) project onto a (partially) ordered vector space.
To show that the EMM can describe a variety of optimization problems, we derive two standard optimization problems from (1) . A standard single-objective form of continuous optimization problems, e.g. used in signal processing, can be obtained by reducing the set I to a single element and permitting only constraint functions of the type gj(x x x) ≤ 0:
Similarly, a constraint satisfaction problem can be constructed by using a constant value as the objective function and encoding the terms to be satisfied in the constraints, which can be done using logical transformations. Figure 2 shows an overview of our implementation of the EMM framework that is based on the EMF 1 . The class ExplorationSpecification has set of ExplorationTargets that are the objectives and constraints defining the specification of an optimization problem, realized by ExplorationObjectives and ExplorationConstraints. The ExplorationObjectives have an OptimizationDirection defining the mini-or maximizer, and a priority used in multi-objective optimization. ExplorationConstraints have an attribute isSoft that enables to define soft constraints, and interface methods that allow retrieving the limitation bounds of the constraints, i.e. the right hand-side of a constraint. The IImplicitConstraint marker interface denotes constraint types that are derived during the exploration process from implicit constraints encoded in the system model. Although they are not part of the explicit specification provided as an original input to the exploration, the resulting models ensure the traceability of the corresponding implicit constraints. The operation getRelaxedLimitation enhances the usability of soft constraints by allowing to define a maximum bound to which a constraint may be relaxed. The template parameter of ExplorationObjectives and -Constraints defines the evaluation type of the particular ExplorationTarget and makes the implementation more robust by propagating type safety towards the exploration algorithm (see the method getLimitation) and the exploration solutions. Furthermore, we have defined an IProblemDimension marker interface that is required to define the problem dimensions used for the creation of domain profiles.
EMM realization
The ExplorationSolutionSet consists of ExplorationSolutions that represent a single solution compliant with the exploration specification. An ExplorationSolution is a set of to ExplorationTarget to evaluation result pairs as mentioned in section 2.1. The access methods of ExplorationSolution ensure type equivalence between the ExplorationTargets' type parameters and the results of an exploration algorithm. Figure 2 also exemplifies the construction of a domain profile with two problem dimensions: An EnergyDimension and a TimeDimension. Furthermore, this problem domain has one concrete objective type, i.e. the EnergyMinObjective that belongs to the EnergyDimension, and two concrete constraint types, i.e. i.e. the DeadlineConstraint and the PeriodConstraint, which belong to the TimeDimeDimension, and which is an IImplicitConstraint that is constructed from timing information contained in the system model.
CASE STUDY
We use the EMM described in the previous section to develop an example domain profile for MCSs and create an instance of this domain profile for one concrete model of a MCS. The MCS which we consider in this use case models an adaptive cruise control and multimedia system found in cars. The goal of this case study is to demonstrate the creation of a domain profile for a task mapping problem in embedded systems and to obtain one concrete instance of this profile.
The MCS task mapping domain profile has the dimensions SeparationDimension, TimeDimension, SafetyDimension, EnergyDimension, and ReliabilityDimension. Furthermore, we define the ExplorationConstraints FixedDeploymentConstraint and ExcludeDeploymentConstraint that inherit from the SeparationDimension, and which encodes the allowed (or disallowed) allocation targets of a task, e.g. for I/O access. The DeadlineConstraint (TimeDimension), defines the maximally allowed delay between the executions of two referenced tasks. An additional PeriodConstraint (TimeDimension) is an IImplicitExplorationConstraint that is derived from the logical input architecture defining the periodicity of the tasks. A SafetyIntegrityLevelConstraint (SafetyDimension) allows to check whether the allocation of a task satisfies the task's required level. In addition, we define the ExplorationObjectives EnergyMinimization (EnergyDimension) that minimizes the total energy consumption of the system, and FailureMinization (ReliabilityDimension) that reduces the failure probability of a selected task.
Complementary, we construct an instance of a DSE specification based on the aforementioned domain profile for the task mapping problem of the following MCS. Its logical application architecture contains an ACC subsystem, a display unit, and a multimedia system. The target hardware platform of this model has 3 execution nodes that are connected via an inter-device network. One of these nodes (single core) is connected to the engine I/Os, another one is attached to the display unit (dual core), while the third node (dual core) is a general purpose computing unit (see Figure 3 ). The MCS model and the instance of the MCS domain profile have been constructed using AutoFOCUS3 [3] . The exploration specification shown on the right hand side of Figure 3 is a compact textual representation of the actual AutoFOCUS3 model and defines a multi-objective optimization problem that aims to minimize the energy consumption and the failure probability of the acceleration control unit (1). In the textual exploration specification, C denotes the set of logical components, E the set of cores, "→" denotes an allocation, and "." denotes the property of an element. The constraint set consists of two FixedDeploymentConstraints ( (2), (3)), a SafetyLevelconstraint (4), a DeadlineConstraint (5), and a PeriodConstraint (6) .
We utilized an adapted version of the Opt4J-based [4] exploration backend introduced in [5] to generate Paretooptimal solutions for the example illustrated in Figure 3 . Feasibility of each of the found solutions has be verified by an additional feasibility checker for each of the defined hard constraints. The resulting ExplorationSolutionSet is comprised of ExplorationSolution that are compounded of the ExplorationTarget-evaluation result pairs.
RELATED WORK
In [6] , Kugele et al. developed a Domain Specific Language (DSL) to model objectives and constraints for allocation problems. Furthermore, multiple solvers were adapted to process the created DSL. Although this approach has distinct similarities to ours, the major difference is that our approach provides a domain independent and lightweight framework with a focus on the in-and output side of exploration algorithms to support MDD processes.
There exist a lot of similar approaches that aim at developing comprehensive and user-oriented languages to describe optimization problems. Examples include OPL by IBM [7] , YALMIP for MATLAB [8] which focuses on convex Linear Programs and Semidefinite problems as well as the SMT-LIB standard [9] . There also exist very domainspecific, but solver-independent approaches like the Clock Constraint Specification Language [10] . While the works defining "optimization languages" known to us are always subject to a very specific set of problem types, the EMM is solver-and problem type independent.
Similar approaches to the EMM are found in solver-frameworks like Opt4J [4] , which provides our algorithmic backend. The optimization specifications of these frameworks are coupled with the used optimization method or metaoptimization methodology and are neither as independent, nor as lightweight as the EMM to the best of our knowledge.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we introduced EMM, an optimization specification language that unifies the description of DSE problems appearing in multiple domains. It is generic enough to be applied to a variety of problem setups and many types of optimization problems, e.g. linear programs or MOO problems. The definition of an input optimization specification and a complementary solution representation allows for solverindependence. Furthermore, we introduce "domain profiles" that enable to couple domain-specific languages with optimization specifications and foster the adoption of DSE in MDD tool-chains.
Our current research focuses on developing a compositional DSE algorithm framework that uses the presented EMM. While the algorithmic framework is a stand-alone library, it is to be integrated with the AutoFOCUS3 [3] tool that is used to create system models in the domain of MCSs.
Another aspect of our work is the improvement of visualization capabilities for MOO problems based on the concept of problem dimensions.
